BRAND GUIDELINES FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY AWARD RECIPIENTS

Published November 2017

INTRODUCTION

Recipients of BFI National Lottery awards are
required to prominently acknowledge the source
of their award.

The following pages detail the available BFI
National Lottery logos and their usages, as well
as some useful advice on communicating the
message about your National Lottery funding.
MARKETING MATERIALS
END CREDIT ROLLERS
BILLING BLOCKS
ANIMATED LOGOS
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LOGOS ON MARKETING MATERIALS

The BFI Lottery Funded logo should be
prominently displayed as a funding partner
on key publicity and marketing materials related
to the production or project.

An alternative version of this logo is available
for use on billing blocks and other locations
where legibility is an issue for the primary logo
(see page 5).

EXCLUSION ZONE

This includes information packs, key press
releases, brochures, programmes, promotional
banners and other display materials used to
promote the production or project.
Key audio-visual and digital materials such
as websites, trailers and videos should also
display the logo.

The logo should adhere to the size guidelines
detailed on the next page. This applies to all
colour or mono versions of the logo. The only
exception to this sizing is when the logo appears
in a credit block. (see page 5 for further details).

No text or graphic elements
can sit within the exclusion zone
around the logo and strapline.

The logo should appear in full colour unless
a request to use the mono version has been
approved by the Creative Services team.
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The exclusion zone extends to
a distance equal to the height
of the letter I in the BFI logo.

In terms of referencing the award in text,
we ask that you use the following wording:
with the support of the BFI, awarding funds
from The National Lottery
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END CREDITS

A BFI Lottery Funded static logo must appear
in the end credits of all feature films receiving
a Production award from the BFI Film Fund.
Logo files should be requested from Holly Cooper
(holly.cooper@bfi.org.uk).
Features receiving a Distribution award are
not required to feature a BFI static logo.

Once the static logo has been inserted into the
credits you are required to send a screengrab
of the static logo situated in the credits to Holly
Cooper for sign off (holly.cooper@bfi.org.uk).

We prefer that the colour version of the logo
be used where possible, but if it is more
appropriate, we can provide mono versions
of the logo upon request.

The BFI Lottery Funded logo must be included
immediately before the copyright credit and
appear below the messaging:
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MINIMUM SIZE

The logo should adhere to
the size guidelines below.

Failure to do this may result in a delay in
releasing awarded funds to the production.

38.3mm
or 114px

Made with the support of the BFI’s Film Fund
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BILLING BLOCKS

On billing blocks, the exceptional use version of
the BFI Lottery Funded logo should be used.

In the case of Distribution Funding the logo should
be at the bottom right of the credit blocks with
other distributor logos. In the case of Production
Funding the logo should appear in the bottom left
of the billing block. The logo should be displayed
in an appropriate manner and size in relation to
other funding partners.

MINIMUM SIZE

The should adhere to the size
guidelines detailed below. This
applies to all colour or mono
versions of the logo.

55.6mm
or 264px
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ANIMATED LOGOS

All feature films receiving either a Production or
Distribution award from the BFI Film Fund must
have a BFI animated logo at the front of the
feature to acknowledge support*. Other Lotteryawarded projects may also use the animated logo
on moving image promotional material e.g. film
festival trailers.
There are two different versions of the BFI
National Lottery animated logo; one for films
receiving Production Funding and one for films
receiving Distribution Funding.

Animated logo files should be requested from
Holly Cooper (holly.cooper@bfi.org.uk).
Once the animated logo has been inserted
into the film you are required to send a low
res Quick Time file of the animated logo
sequence back to Holly Cooper in BFI
Creative Services (holly.cooper@bfi.org.uk)
and Matthew Stephenson in Production Finance
(matthew.stephenson@bfi.org.uk) for approval
and sign off.

ANIMATED LOGOS

Failure to do this may result in a delay in
releasing awarded funds to the production.

TRAILERS

We require two working days for sign off and aim
to respond as quickly as possible.

Animated logos are available in
the following formats:
DPX files or HDmov files in the
following ratios and frame rates
2.35x1 24fps and 25fps
16x9 24fps and 25fps
1.85x1 24fps and 25fps

On trailers, a BFI logo is
only necessary where other
financiers’ logos appear.
We would prefer if you used the
full animated logo. However, if
time does not allow, please use
the primary static logo detailed
on page 3.
Please contact Holly Cooper
(holly.cooper@bfi.org.uk)
if you are unsure.

*	The BFI does not require its animated logos to appear on short films.
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SCREEN DIVERSITY MARK OF GOOD PRACTICE

Productions and Projects that have met the criteria
of three or more of the BFI Diversity Standards
(in accordance with all relevant legislation including
the Equality Act 2010) will be awarded the Screen
Diversity mark of good practice.
This can be used on screen as well as on marketing
materials for the production or project and should
appear locked-up with the BFI Lottery Funded logo.
If you would like to use the mark of good practice
and your diversity standards monitoring form has
been completed and approved, please request the
logo files from Holly Cooper.
Once the logo has been inserted, please send a
PDF or screen grab of the logo in situ to BFI Creative
Services (holly.cooper@bfi.org.uk) for approval
and sign off.

MINIMUM SIZE

EXCEPTIONAL USE

The logo should adhere to the size
guidelines below.

The Screen Diversity logo should
not be used on materials where
it won’t meet the minimum
size (i.e. billing blocks).
In those instances please use
the exceptional use version of
the BFI Lottery Funded logo
detailed on page 5 instead.

13.9mm
or 66px

If you are using the Screen Diversity mark of
good practice logo it should be locked up with
the BFI Lottery Funded logo as below.
You are not required to repeat the BFI Lottery
Funded logo, of course.

EXCLUSION ZONE

The exclusion zone extends to
a distance equal to the height
of the letter I in the BFI logo.
No text or graphic elements
can sit within the exclusion zone
around the logo and strapline.

58.5mm or 280px
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PRESS RELEASES

Press releases for projects receiving BFI National
Lottery funding need to be approved by the BFI
communications team prior to circulation.

Please send all press releases to:
Emily Dickie (emily.dickie@bfi.org.uk),
cc in Tina McFarling (tina.mcfarling@bfi.org.uk)
and Colette Geraghty
(colette.geraghty@bfi.org.uk).

PROMOTING YOUR PROJECT
It’s important we share the news about great
projects supported by the BFI through National
Lottery funding.
For useful information and advice on getting the
word out and highlighting the National Lottery
Good Cause message, visit
bfi-toolkit.lotterygoodcauses.org.uk
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APPROVAL AND SIGN OFF

Once the logo has been inserted please send
a PDF or screen grab of the logo in situ to BFI
Creative Services (holly.cooper@bfi.org.uk )
for approval and sign off.
Failure to do this may result in a delay in
releasing awarded funds to the production
or project.
We require two working days for sign off
and aim to respond as quickly as possible.

CONTACT US

We hope you find these
brand guidelines useful.
For any further related marketing
queries, design approvals or to
request brand assets please
contact Holly Cooper, Darren
Wood or Matt Stephenson.
holly.cooper@bfi.org.uk
+44 (0) 20 7815 1396
darren.wood@bfi.org.uk
+44 (0) 20 7815 1399
matthew.stephenson
@bfi.org.uk
+44 (0) 20 7173 3241
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